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A personalized travel guide for those traveling in Mexico. Insights, tips, cautions, explorations of

cities and towns and much more. It is a primer for those wishing to travel in Mexico, an all in

one manual for what to have and what to expect.



A Gringo’s Tour of MexicoThe Practical Traveler’s GuideGrant M. HandgisBrother Coyote

PublicationsPrefaceI began traveling to Mexico over twenty five years ago. That is, I had visited

numerous Mexican border towns throughout the years in search of finding something of the old

world which I had so often read, or heard about. As so many who have gone before me, little of

this old world charm was to be found.Instead, what is usually seen, is a more tawdry

landscape of commercial ventures nestled near the border crossing for easy access of day

excursions and swift retreat to U.S. soil. Having now lived in Mexico in various cities and towns

along the Pacific coast, and central mountains of Mexico, I have come to finally arrive at that

old world charm and grace which I sought for so many years.This book is not a travel guide,

nor primer for all things Mexican. This book is designed to give insight into the process of

traveling within Mexico. It is a traveler's guide to the process by which one is able to explore

Mexico on their own terms without unnecessary travails or spending exorbitant amounts of

money. It is an inside view of real life situations, derived from actual experiences which I and

my spouse, Christine, have encountered while living here in Mexico, and traveling the areas

throughout the Mexican Pacific coast and central highlands.This book is dedicated to all those

Americans who have had the thought of heading into Mexico to live a more relaxed, sedate life,

where it was thought to be an inexpensive proposition. This includes all those persons who are

retired and who want to experience an exciting, and rewarding life, as so many continue to do

each year. The more recent changes in the tourist industry here in Mexico have recalculated

the cost index for travel accommodations, from earlier times.These changes have altered the

cost of living here in such a manner, it would seem at first glance, that only the more

economically affluent of American society are capable of covering the prices demanded. It is

necessary to venture beyond the boundaries of the more expensive tourists zones.Given this

context it will not be economically argued either for the good, or bad, but philosophically

explored, and explained from the direct perspective of one who is currently touring this grand

country, with it's wealth of history and indigenous customs. This book is not about complaint, or

ridicule, but an inside view of daily life as it exists at this time.Within the pages of this book is a

sort of chronicle of our daily lives and experiences, which we half jokingly refer to as the other

reality. This new reality consists of a more practical and pragmatic view of the world usually not

seen through the rosy glasses of most Americans, many of which might consider our sojourn

here "nuts".Without dismissing this account of our intent, nor defending it, we know that others

will surely follow in our footsteps. For this reason, we dedicate this work to any of our fellow

American adventurers who shrug off the cloak of insanity for a chance to see a separate reality.

For them, their greatest reward will be in the adventure, not in any invested

return.IntroductionRumors flourished within various family circles of our mental deterioration

and insane bid to sell our personal possessions and move to Mexico. In current American

thinking there is a rather focused intent of consumption, and a continual cycle of buying and

collecting all things fashionable or collectable. The home is absolutely the castle here. Safe,

secure and personally predictable. I have no beef with these notions. I don't even find it worth

arguing about, however, I sternly reject idiocy or insanity as affecting my better judgment for

rejecting this pursuit in life.Others can attest to the infectious quality of traveling abroad and

finding themselves immersed in atypical cultures for which there is much to learn and

experience. Even on a finite budget. Were it not the case, I am certain I would be living in a

beach access grand hacienda with several servers attending my every whim and fancy.

However, things being as they are, a budget is a reality, but certainly not a hindrance to living a



rewarding life here in Mexico.Budget travel does not, and should not, imply restricted or sterile

travel, either in accommodations or access of travel. Budget here, reflects finite spending, or

unavailability of unlimited spending abilities. The term budget usually connotes shoddy

accommodations, anemic diet and highly restricted mobility. This is simply not so.This book will

demonstrate that within just about any given budget, anyone is able to enjoy near unrestricted

travel, good food and satisfying accommodations. It should be understood that within Mexico,

as anywhere in the world, there are customs and practices which don't always mirror those of

other countries. Which, of course, is why each country is unique within its own borders. Here,

there is the asking price, which is the tourist price, and the actual price, which is the end result

of negotiations. There are "tourist" accommodations, and all the other accommodations. It are

the insights to these differences which I will be exploring.For this book, there is considerable

difference between the tourist and the traveler. Tourists are here for basically different reasons

than for those for whom I term the traveler.Tourists are those individuals which are seeking to

take time off their busy lives to vacation in place which satisfies their needs of adventure and

relaxation. A tourist is satisfying comfort and convenience. Their time here is limited. and they

therefore have limited opportunity for exploration.A traveler in Mexico is one who has come

here for exploration, seeking out those areas which are non-tourist destinations. The traveler

has little, if any, time constraints, and is far more apt to interrelate with the locals in their own

domain, forming the intent of exploration.Both of these domains have a respectable purpose.

Each, have their own direction, and therefore different methods of aspiring to realize the

objective goal. This book is primarily addressed to all those individuals which see themselves

as world travelers, and who are intent on living among the other many people who have made

Mexico their home. Although there are numerous references of tourist zones, tourist areas,

schedules and pricing, it is used as a basis of comparison to price structure in its general

sense.It is not my intent to exclude the tourists who abound here in Mexico, but to keep the

focus on long term travel and living experiences, and shared insights which will be of use to

anyone pursuing a life of travel throughout Mexico.Many horrendous stories flourish throughout

the U.S. concerning travel within Mexico. Things such as not drinking the water, nor even

allowing it to get in your mouth while brushing your teeth or showering. Or, of being especially

careful not to eat food outside tourist approved restaurants, where you will likely confront

unsavory characters, not to mention likely encountering the taste of household pets in the fare

served there.These, and related tales are much like generational fairy tales which are

promulgated through sheer lack of better sense, or simple ignorance. They are sometimes

based on the old-timer's tales of things seen in their long history of living in Mexico's

countryside. This is not to say that it is impossible to encounter an unsavory character, as it is

just as likely to meet up with all sorts of unsavory characters anywhere in the world. What I am

saying is simply that from our own experience, eating at taquerias and street vendor carts has

not been an unpleasant experience. More on eating adventures in chapter 4.As in any

situation, anywhere you find yourself, whether in the U.S. or Mexico, you will always do well to

use your head and pay attention to your surroundings. In today's world, anything short of that is

not only silly, but dangerous. I will add here that from all of our travels in Mexico, we had only

on occasion felt threatened, or unsafe. Chris is much more apprehensive about walking alone

in many cities within the U.S. than she is about doing the same here.We would be more

cautious in our daily activities in a very large city such as Mexico City than in just about any

other place we have visited. This is due, in large part, to the fact that Mexico City is one of the

largest cities in the world, and with that factor it would be far more likely to harbor daily crime

than smaller tourist locations throughout Mexico.There are times, and places where merely



getting into a taxi cab may cost you more than the going fare. Knowing where this is likely to

occur, and how to get around this problem will be a subject of its own. Mexico, like any other

country has its own social problems, and like any foreign country you may travel, "knowing the

ropes" makes for a much safer, and more enjoyable visit.

This book will demonstrate that within just about any given budget, anyone is able to enjoy

near unrestricted travel, good food and satisfying accommodations. It should be understood

that within Mexico, as anywhere in the world, there are customs and practices which don't

always mirror those of other countries. Which, of course, is why each country is unique within

its own borders. Here, there is the asking price, which is the tourist price, and the actual price,

which is the end result of negotiations. There are "tourist" accommodations, and all the other

accommodations. It are the insights to these differences which I will be exploring.For this book,

there is considerable difference between the tourist and the traveler. Tourists are here for

basically different reasons than for those for whom I term the traveler.Tourists are those

individuals which are seeking to take time off their busy lives to vacation in place which

satisfies their needs of adventure and relaxation. A tourist is satisfying comfort and

convenience. Their time here is limited. and they therefore have limited opportunity for

exploration.A traveler in Mexico is one who has come here for exploration, seeking out those

areas which are non-tourist destinations. The traveler has little, if any, time constraints, and is

far more apt to interrelate with the locals in their own domain, forming the intent of

exploration.Both of these domains have a respectable purpose. Each, have their own direction,

and therefore different methods of aspiring to realize the objective goal. This book is primarily

addressed to all those individuals which see themselves as world travelers, and who are intent

on living among the other many people who have made Mexico their home. Although there are

numerous references of tourist zones, tourist areas, schedules and pricing, it is used as a

basis of comparison to price structure in its general sense.It is not my intent to exclude the

tourists who abound here in Mexico, but to keep the focus on long term travel and living

experiences, and shared insights which will be of use to anyone pursuing a life of travel

throughout Mexico.Many horrendous stories flourish throughout the U.S. concerning travel

within Mexico. Things such as not drinking the water, nor even allowing it to get in your mouth

while brushing your teeth or showering. Or, of being especially careful not to eat food outside

tourist approved restaurants, where you will likely confront unsavory characters, not to mention

likely encountering the taste of household pets in the fare served there.These, and related

tales are much like generational fairy tales which are promulgated through sheer lack of better

sense, or simple ignorance. They are sometimes based on the old-timer's tales of things seen

in their long history of living in Mexico's countryside. This is not to say that it is impossible to

encounter an unsavory character, as it is just as likely to meet up with all sorts of unsavory

characters anywhere in the world. What I am saying is simply that from our own experience,

eating at taquerias and street vendor carts has not been an unpleasant experience. More on

eating adventures in chapter 4.As in any situation, anywhere you find yourself, whether in the

U.S. or Mexico, you will always do well to use your head and pay attention to your

surroundings. In today's world, anything short of that is not only silly, but dangerous. I will add

here that from all of our travels in Mexico, we had only on occasion felt threatened, or unsafe.

Chris is much more apprehensive about walking alone in many cities within the U.S. than she

is about doing the same here.We would be more cautious in our daily activities in a very large

city such as Mexico City than in just about any other place we have visited. This is due, in large

part, to the fact that Mexico City is one of the largest cities in the world, and with that factor it



would be far more likely to harbor daily crime than smaller tourist locations throughout

Mexico.There are times, and places where merely getting into a taxi cab may cost you more

than the going fare. Knowing where this is likely to occur, and how to get around this problem

will be a subject of its own. Mexico, like any other country has its own social problems, and like

any foreign country you may travel, "knowing the ropes" makes for a much safer, and more

enjoyable visit.As a final thought on this subject, it must be remembered that everyone brings

with them their own perspectives and values. Because of this, everyone preserves their own

opinion on such things as safe food and personal security. Mexico is, for the most part, a safe

place to venture. Tourism is a primary income for all of Mexico, and the public safety features

are in place exactly for the purpose of maintaining safety and order. They do no want to lose

your business.One thing has become painfully clear to us since our arrival here in Mexico. Very

few things in life are predictable. Planning has great strategic value, but certainly

improvisational qualities are a hallmark of any traveler within a foreign country. Always expect

the unexpected, and always have a backup plan. Many times, plan-B gets the better workout. If

you are fussy, inflexible, fainthearted or squeamish, bring your supply of Tums, or expect to

peruse the aisles of the ubiquitous farmacias for the local brands of heartburn remedies.This is

a practical guide book for those travelers intent on exploring Mexico's interiors. My advice, after

reading it is to go find a good travel book on Mexico that fits your needs and begin planning

your departure. The book which fit our needs, and which had a wealth of information on

accommodations was Let's Go: The Budget Guide to Mexico, St. Martin's Press, New York. I

can only praise this book for its insightful information on all things budget within

Mexico.However, even the best of travel books are but guidelines to things present. We have

come to find out first hand that the prices, and sometimes even the places listed within this

book are greatly altered, or no longer existent. Because of continuing changes within Mexico,

in the national economy, the floating relation of the peso to the dollar, local proclivities for

unannounced changes in accommodations and prices, and crime, I refer you to axiom 1:

Predictability is not a strategy. Read this book.PrologueThis book was originally written over

the winter months of 1997-98 while my future wife and I were living in Mismaloya, Mexico, in a

walled in Hacienda known as Baltazar’s house, at 5 de Mayo. The months there were spent

writing this book as well as a collection of poetry. These were very good days for me as a

writer, and for Christine as an adventurer on her first sojourn, following a crazy man. Kudos to

my current wife who defied family admonitions and scary unknowns by following me on my

long held dream of living in Mexico. The later sailboat adventure is another story. (“Waking Up

Naked”)Changes have occurred in Mexico in the interim that are worth mentioning here, even

before delving into the finer details of traveling and living in Mexico. The changes in

documentation requirements and other legal updates have been noted throughout the book.

The material has been updated for practical use, and I have also added further insights to the

original commentary on all things Mexico to further inform and give insight to some of the

changes that have taken place, where appropriate.Going into Mexico today is no different from

going to Mexico fifteen years ago. The process is the same and life in Mexico is really no

different than it is today. As noted in the book is the exchange rate difference that favors the

dollar, as well as needing a passport to return home. Those, and other changes are not

disruptive to the traveler if known beforehand. What has changed are the cartels.There have

been Mexican drug cartels since I was a young man. Anyone that has been paying attention

over the past forty years knows about the cartels, and likely seen movies about cartel bosses

and smugglers on the big screen. For years they did their business quietly and efficiently and

were for the most part left alone, unless they got unruly. Unruly is not something a cartel boss



tolerates.The joint American/Mexican drug taskforce has been rather successful in finding and

apprehending first tier cartel bosses, Arturo Beltrán Leyva being one of the more well known

bosses, who happened to be killed a week before Christmas, 2009. What has transpired over

the years is younger, crazier capos have taken over after the fracture of the cartel structure

after a top boss is taken down.I bring this up for the reader to understand that although

Mexican cartels have been around a long time, they had not been a direct threat to tourists and

travelers coming into Mexico until more recently. The drug interdiction actions over the years

has cut into the profits of the cartels, who have adjusted to this loss by focusing more onto the

local markets, and extending their activities to include extortion, rackets, prostitution and

kidnapping. It is that last one that can affect most anyone. Tourists and travelers included.Most

of the gun battles and killing that takes place continues to be between rival cartel forces.

However, being in a place that is known for this activity is a very bad idea for travelers. One

such place is Ciudad Juarez, across the border from El Paso, Texas. It is known as one of the

killing capitals of the world. For now.The locations I wrote about in chapter 3 are not known

locations for drug cartel battles, and for the most part are all safe places to visit and live. What

has changed is the desirability of traveling from one place to another. That is when the traveler

is now most vulnerable. An example of this is Puerto Vallarta, and Guadalajara. Puerto Vallarta

is in Jalisco, Mexico. Jalisco is a known state where marijuana production and transportation

takes place. Puerto Vallarta remains one of the safest places in Mexico.Guadalajara is a large,

major city, which is nothing like Puerto Vallarta in size or lifestyle. I would not say that

Guadalajara is any more dangerous than any other city of its size. What has become a known

problem is traveling between Puerto Vallarta and Guadalajara. A recent example of this was a

bus load of tourists from Puerto Vallarta, who had disembarked from a cruise ship to take a

bus tour to Guadalajara, and were stopped on the highway, boarded and robbed on their way

back to Puerto Vallarta.No one was injured, although I imagine they felt quite violated by the

experience. That does not mean that going to Guadalajara from Puerto Vallarta constitutes a

dangerous proposition, but it does go to show that such a thing can happen. I have covered

safety issues and ways of addressing them in chapter 7, under security and personal safety,

which applies to the current situation with cartel infighting.I would be doing a disservice to the

reader to imply that travel in Mexico is dangerous, or even risky. What I do want to add to the

thinking and planning for a trip into Mexico is simply that being in towns and cities in Mexico is

as safe now as it was fifteen years ago, with exceptions.What has changed, and should be

included in any calculations for traveling in Mexico is the route taken, and when it should be

taken. There will be fewer travelers who take their own vehicle and drive through Mexico than

those that will fly into Mexico to a preordained destination, then use local transportation for

their travels to other destinations. That’s more of a hunch than firm data.Each individual will

have their own level of comfort when traveling and experiencing a new culture in a different

country. Security is a primary concern for most thinking travelers, and knowing ahead of time

the safety factor of a destination is first up in selecting a location for exploration. There is no

such list of safe places to be, as most locations in the Interior of Mexico are safe, relatively

speaking. It is the northern border states of the Sonoran region that have been the staging

points for cartel gun battles, and other gruesome activities. I would not, however, consider that

particular area of Mexico prime locations for experiencing Mexico.What I want to leave the

reader with is a sense of adventure in exploring the many beautiful cities and towns of Mexico

with a light heart and feeling of comfort and safety. That is the experience I have come to know,

as many others before and after me. The only qualification needed is an open mind, and a

willingness to put aside pre-conceived notions about Mexico and its people. They will welcome



you, if you welcome them, as a world traveler and distant kin to an ancient people. May your

travels be joyous.Road to the SouthThere are three basic means of travel throughout Mexico

for the budget traveler. They include trains, buses and driving. The emphasis on driving in this

book is primarily because it allows the reader a standard for which it is possible to compare the

other forms of travel. It is also the means by which I chose to travel Mexico, leaving me with a

better insight into practical application, and the advantages and disadvantages this method of

travel presents.I will be including sections on backpacking and traveling in country without a

vehicle, in chapter 5. For those of you who have no interest in driving in Mexico, there is good

public transportation which is relatively cheap and efficient. Choosing from a plethora of

available bus and train routes is fairly easy, as each of these systems are a viable and

inexpensive means of traveling throughout Mexico.I exclude traveling by air simply because it is

not your conventional means of budget transportation, and it is a fairly straight forward

production. Pick a destination and call for a reservation. Travel agencies continue to be a great

source of information on this form of travel. Many of them also include short stay

accommodation packages with their airfares. These can be very desirable for those travelers

that want to see Mexico for a few days. However, these packages are not meant for more

lengthy stays, or general touring, as this book is designed.The focus of the book remains on

the long term traveler, who is intent on remaining in Mexico for the duration of their travel

permits, or longer. Within this group I count the retiree, whose numbers continue to increase

throughout Mexico. Many retired couples have found Mexico to be an excellent location for the

golden years. Retirement income is a finite income, which means some form of budget. They,

like the budgeted traveler have long term considerations to consider. Consequently, the paper

work, preparations and strategies necessary for this lengthier travel are inherently different

from those for the tourist.Traveling, and ultimately living in Mexico is not a difficult proposition. It

just takes a bit more planning, and some basic insights into the cultural peculiarities of Mexican

life in general. The forthcoming information is not an attempt to give the reader a bound set of

rules to follow, but a guideline for the acceptable boundaries for one's traveling within a foreign

country.From the perspective of this book, there is relatively little difference between a long

term traveler, and a retiree. Both pretty much share the same existence here, with the same set

of possibilities and limitations. Neither is here for "career moves." Visitors meet because of

their similarities of language, personal tastes and social interests. Shared experiences or

binding friendships spring forth from these interactions, and enclaves of Americans and

Canadians are to be found in many places throughout Mexico.A primary focus of this book is in

revising some basic misconceptions concerning Mexico in general, and living in Mexico in

particular. Many books currently available on the subject of travel in Mexico do not allow for the

most recent cultural and economic changes that are taking place at the current time. The

changes that would concern most travelers going to Mexico are the rising climates of crime in

some areas, along with politically unstable areas that share locations with otherwise popular

tourist spots.Being in the right place at the wrong time occurs more than is advertised,

although not in vast numbers. The reality of the current economic climate has changed the cost

index for living in Mexico during winter and spring months. This subject is explored more in

depth in later chapters. Suffice it to say at this time that the cost of living in Mexico during much

of the year is no longer the bargain basement figure which was indexed just a few years ago in

travel books. That figure continues to climb each year, with the increases in living costs no

longer localized around the half-dozen top coastal attractions which used to draw the bulk of

American and Canadian tourists.There are several reasons for this increase. Much of it

reduces to two manifestations: greatly increased foreign tourism, along with the recent



inclusion of tourism with the other top three federal cash cows for Mexico's economy. Tourism

now ranks very close to the net income from PEMEX revenues, and may even eclipse it

sometime in the near future.Tourism is big money. New, and bigger tourist attractions are in the

planning stages at this time. One of the single largest incoming group to Mexico are business

travelers. This not only means potential business opportunities in the making, but also tourist

dollars left by these travelers, which usually prefer three star accommodations or better.

Most of the gun battles and killing that takes place continues to be between rival cartel forces.

However, being in a place that is known for this activity is a very bad idea for travelers. One

such place is Ciudad Juarez, across the border from El Paso, Texas. It is known as one of the

killing capitals of the world. For now.The locations I wrote about in chapter 3 are not known

locations for drug cartel battles, and for the most part are all safe places to visit and live. What

has changed is the desirability of traveling from one place to another. That is when the traveler

is now most vulnerable. An example of this is Puerto Vallarta, and Guadalajara. Puerto Vallarta

is in Jalisco, Mexico. Jalisco is a known state where marijuana production and transportation

takes place. Puerto Vallarta remains one of the safest places in Mexico.Guadalajara is a large,

major city, which is nothing like Puerto Vallarta in size or lifestyle. I would not say that

Guadalajara is any more dangerous than any other city of its size. What has become a known

problem is traveling between Puerto Vallarta and Guadalajara. A recent example of this was a

bus load of tourists from Puerto Vallarta, who had disembarked from a cruise ship to take a

bus tour to Guadalajara, and were stopped on the highway, boarded and robbed on their way

back to Puerto Vallarta.No one was injured, although I imagine they felt quite violated by the

experience. That does not mean that going to Guadalajara from Puerto Vallarta constitutes a

dangerous proposition, but it does go to show that such a thing can happen. I have covered

safety issues and ways of addressing them in chapter 7, under security and personal safety,

which applies to the current situation with cartel infighting.I would be doing a disservice to the

reader to imply that travel in Mexico is dangerous, or even risky. What I do want to add to the

thinking and planning for a trip into Mexico is simply that being in towns and cities in Mexico is

as safe now as it was fifteen years ago, with exceptions.What has changed, and should be

included in any calculations for traveling in Mexico is the route taken, and when it should be

taken. There will be fewer travelers who take their own vehicle and drive through Mexico than

those that will fly into Mexico to a preordained destination, then use local transportation for

their travels to other destinations. That’s more of a hunch than firm data.Each individual will

have their own level of comfort when traveling and experiencing a new culture in a different

country. Security is a primary concern for most thinking travelers, and knowing ahead of time

the safety factor of a destination is first up in selecting a location for exploration. There is no

such list of safe places to be, as most locations in the Interior of Mexico are safe, relatively

speaking. It is the northern border states of the Sonoran region that have been the staging

points for cartel gun battles, and other gruesome activities. I would not, however, consider that

particular area of Mexico prime locations for experiencing Mexico.What I want to leave the

reader with is a sense of adventure in exploring the many beautiful cities and towns of Mexico

with a light heart and feeling of comfort and safety. That is the experience I have come to know,

as many others before and after me. The only qualification needed is an open mind, and a

willingness to put aside pre-conceived notions about Mexico and its people. They will welcome

you, if you welcome them, as a world traveler and distant kin to an ancient people. May your

travels be joyous.Road to the SouthThere are three basic means of travel throughout Mexico

for the budget traveler. They include trains, buses and driving. The emphasis on driving in this



book is primarily because it allows the reader a standard for which it is possible to compare the

other forms of travel. It is also the means by which I chose to travel Mexico, leaving me with a

better insight into practical application, and the advantages and disadvantages this method of

travel presents.I will be including sections on backpacking and traveling in country without a

vehicle, in chapter 5. For those of you who have no interest in driving in Mexico, there is good

public transportation which is relatively cheap and efficient. Choosing from a plethora of

available bus and train routes is fairly easy, as each of these systems are a viable and

inexpensive means of traveling throughout Mexico.I exclude traveling by air simply because it is

not your conventional means of budget transportation, and it is a fairly straight forward

production. Pick a destination and call for a reservation. Travel agencies continue to be a great

source of information on this form of travel. Many of them also include short stay

accommodation packages with their airfares. These can be very desirable for those travelers

that want to see Mexico for a few days. However, these packages are not meant for more

lengthy stays, or general touring, as this book is designed.The focus of the book remains on

the long term traveler, who is intent on remaining in Mexico for the duration of their travel

permits, or longer. Within this group I count the retiree, whose numbers continue to increase

throughout Mexico. Many retired couples have found Mexico to be an excellent location for the

golden years. Retirement income is a finite income, which means some form of budget. They,

like the budgeted traveler have long term considerations to consider. Consequently, the paper

work, preparations and strategies necessary for this lengthier travel are inherently different

from those for the tourist.Traveling, and ultimately living in Mexico is not a difficult proposition. It

just takes a bit more planning, and some basic insights into the cultural peculiarities of Mexican

life in general. The forthcoming information is not an attempt to give the reader a bound set of

rules to follow, but a guideline for the acceptable boundaries for one's traveling within a foreign

country.From the perspective of this book, there is relatively little difference between a long

term traveler, and a retiree. Both pretty much share the same existence here, with the same set

of possibilities and limitations. Neither is here for "career moves." Visitors meet because of

their similarities of language, personal tastes and social interests. Shared experiences or

binding friendships spring forth from these interactions, and enclaves of Americans and

Canadians are to be found in many places throughout Mexico.A primary focus of this book is in

revising some basic misconceptions concerning Mexico in general, and living in Mexico in

particular. Many books currently available on the subject of travel in Mexico do not allow for the

most recent cultural and economic changes that are taking place at the current time. The

changes that would concern most travelers going to Mexico are the rising climates of crime in

some areas, along with politically unstable areas that share locations with otherwise popular

tourist spots.Being in the right place at the wrong time occurs more than is advertised,

although not in vast numbers. The reality of the current economic climate has changed the cost

index for living in Mexico during winter and spring months. This subject is explored more in

depth in later chapters. Suffice it to say at this time that the cost of living in Mexico during much

of the year is no longer the bargain basement figure which was indexed just a few years ago in

travel books. That figure continues to climb each year, with the increases in living costs no

longer localized around the half-dozen top coastal attractions which used to draw the bulk of

American and Canadian tourists.There are several reasons for this increase. Much of it

reduces to two manifestations: greatly increased foreign tourism, along with the recent

inclusion of tourism with the other top three federal cash cows for Mexico's economy. Tourism

now ranks very close to the net income from PEMEX revenues, and may even eclipse it

sometime in the near future.Tourism is big money. New, and bigger tourist attractions are in the



planning stages at this time. One of the single largest incoming group to Mexico are business

travelers. This not only means potential business opportunities in the making, but also tourist

dollars left by these travelers, which usually prefer three star accommodations or better.The

changes that are taking place in Mexico are well within the paradigm of free enterprise.

Increased demand reflects an increased price index. That relationship is rather universal. The

travel stories of those who frequented quaint Mexico, even twenty years ago would find the

Mexico of today looking much the same, feeling somewhat different, and costing a great deal

more for the same view. It is the intention of this book to inform the reader of these realities,

and hopefully demonstrate that travel in Mexico continues to be a good deal if one goes there

with their eyes open, and their sensibilities intact.Most any travel-guide will give general

information on the necessary paperwork needed to make it into Mexico. Having to make it

through the paperwork trail is not difficult. How one goes about it, however, can make a great

deal of difference. What I find important in pursuit of the documentation, and/or insurance

necessary to be in full compliance of Mexican laws governing travel by foreign persons, is

getting the right paperwork the first time around, and finding insurance which actually does you

some good, at reasonable rates.GENERAL TRAVEL INFORMATIONNECESSARY

DOCUMENTS:IDENTIFICATIONHaving a passport is not mandatory to travel within Mexico. It

is mandatory to return across the border onto U.S. soil. Just because an item is not

"mandatory," does not mean that it should not be taken. U.S. law has changed since 9/11, now

requiring a valid U.S. passport for entry into the U.S. “Theoretically” a United States Citizen

cannot be refused entry into the country due to lack of a passport.However, I wouldn’t want to

be the one having to make that happen, especially if I was on any kind of schedule. It would not

be fun. Traveling within Mexico for extended periods without a valid passport is, in my humble

opinion, crazy. I tried hard not to say stupid; I don't want to offend. Passports are universally

accepted forms of identification and will get you through border guards, checkpoints and

customs inspectors with far less scrutinizing than even the most impressively decorated birth

certificates.One thing to keep in mind about Mexico is that obviously not everyone in Mexico

speaks English. This is not to say it isn't spoken, as there are those on the border who

command some form of the spoken English language, and who are willing to use it. This is also

true in most of the tourist locations throughout Mexico, as tourism is essential to their

economy.However, do not expect that anywhere you go you will be understood. Jabbering in

English in pantomime frustration will not necessarily get you anywhere but in the back of the

line to try again sometime later. The Mexican officials are not normally rude. They are usually

busy with many others in the same line. If one is not inclined to at least make a stab at basic

Spanish, a very good strategy is to ask for someone who 'habla ingles', then present your

case.Mexican officials are usually always obliging when you are. After two years of studying the

Spanish language at A.S.U., I have accomplished myself to speaking conversational Spanish

at the level of a four-year old. four year olds, however, are capable of making their needs

understood, even if crudely. I can tell you from experience that even the attempt at speaking

their native tongue will get you light years ahead of arrogantly expecting them to be able to

speak a foreign tongue within their own country. We expect no less within our own borders. It is

also a very good avenue for getting faster service and even sometimes lower prices at the local

marketplace. More on the language barrier in chapter 7.TOURIST CARDS AND

VISAS:Traveling into Mexico requires a tourist card. For the curious, this stands for Folleto de

Migracion Turistica, or FMT for short. There is no charge for this. This simple document is often

confused with a VISA. For U.S. citizens, a VISA is not required if the stay is less than six

months (180 days). A standard tourist card is required, and is valid for up to six months (180



days), beginning at the time it is stamped upon crossing the border. A special multiple-entry

permit is also available, allowing you to cross the border numerous times within the 180 day

permit period.It should be noted that when talking to consulate members, or AAA members the

term 'tourist card' is generally referred to as a VISA. The tourist card is a simple one page

document that states you are a foreign visitor entering Mexico. It shows the location you

entered, your destination, your nationality and whether you brought a vehicle with you. If you

do not go past a border town, or ‘Tourist Zone’ 99 kilometers south of the border, or your stay is

shorter than 72 hours, this document is not required. If you are driving, you will be stopped 99

kilometers into Mexican territory at an auto checkpoint, where you will have your tourist card

stamped, auto permits checked, and a hologram sticker placed on your windshield. More on

this in the next section.The tourist card (VISA) can be obtained from any Mexican consulate,

travel agency or AAA office. The AAA members can get their tourist cards filled out at any of

their offices free. Non-members pay a small fee for this service. This service is very handy, as

filling documents out while in Mexico has its obvious drawbacks, especially if one is driving.

Refer to language barriers. For those folks who like the last minute arrangements, tourist cards

are handed out at the border upon crossing; without request.It must be kept in mind that you

MUST be out of the country before this tourist card expires. Failing this timely departure can

cause a profusion of legal problems, and untold personal anguish. I will add here, that truly

speaking, one only needs to pass the 99-kilometer entry point to reapply for another Visa, or

tourist card. This is of course for those who are driving. For someone flying in, or backpacking,

this is another matter.I only rarely poke the fates with a pointed stick, so have no direct insights

as to exactly what takes place when one commits this indiscretion. My feeling is you probably

wouldn't like it much. At the very least you will be handed a fine. Should you need an extension

be prepared for a lengthy process. To complete this process, you can go to the local office of

the Delegacion de Servicios Migratorios. You will need a doctor's note stating you are simply

too sick to travel, and several weeks' time for the process. If you don't speak Spanish, try hard

not to go through this process.VISAS:A VISA is an endorsement stamp in your passport, by a

foreign government. This endorsement allows the traveler to enter the country for a specific

purpose, and for a specific period.For Mexico, a VISA is not necessary for stays of up to six

months (180 days). There are long-term VISA's available for retirees and long term resident

status individuals with proper application, and proof of income, which at the time was $750 per

month. They are classed as retiree or resident status. These VISA's are for one, and two years

respectively. Unless one has a clear grip on reality, and a decent plan of retiring in Mexico, and

has thoroughly investigated this concept, the six-month tourist card is a very good beginning

for exploration of this wonderful country.One last bit of useful information on documents is that

it is essential to photo copy all your documents. If you are driving, it is mandatory. Keep one

copy in a safe place other than your originals. A better idea is to get two copies and leave one

set with friends or relatives so if the unspeakable occurs and you lose your originals, and

possibly even your own copies, there is a means for recovering your documentation without

having to wait around for the indeterminable processing period of regenerating new

originals.This is especially true if you don't even have the passport number to show. It is within

the meantime period that can get sticky without having any legal documentation in your

possession. At least have the facing pages of your passport, with your photo, personal

information, and above all, your passport number photocopied. If it is lost or stolen, you will be

able to get one reissued much more easily, and at least have the ability to show officials you

had a valid passport in the first place. "I really did have one . . .," can sound spurious to a

foreign official who is insisting upon documentation.DRIVING INTO MEXICO:Anyone wishing



to drive into Mexico would be well served to look into joining one of AAA's state chapters. The

membership fee is quite reasonable considering what you get in return from this organization.

Having done so before our departure provided a wealth of services and information, which

were truly invaluable. This agency will not only assist you in getting your passport, but supplies

the intrepid traveler with all the travel books, maps, necessary document forms and general

travel information which is vital to a smooth transition across the U.S./Mexican border. All of the

legal documentation mentioned in this section can be filled out at any of the AAA offices

before, departing for your trip. If you are a veteran of travel within Mexico, and skilled at

preparing all the necessary documentation, it is unlikely you will be reading this book in the first

place. For all others, you will find the advantages of filling out the necessary documentation

beforehand extremely beneficial later. Trust me on this.AUTO PERMIT FORMS:In order to

legally take a vehicle across the Mexican border past the free trade zone you will need to have

a vehicle permit. This permit comes in two pages, which include the Temporary Application for

Vehicle Import, and a Promise to Return a Vehicle form. The first form covers all vehicle

information such as vehicle identification number (VIN), description, color, etc.The second form

is pretty self explanatory, which is a signed contract that states your promise to return the

stated vehicle to the U.S., and restrictions of having anyone other than the signer driving the

vehicle. The final statement just before the vehicle information on this form is an

acknowledgment of understanding that should you disobey any of the forgoing rules, your

vehicle will be confiscated, and you will be subject to receiving a fine, or even possibly a jail

sentence. It is an excellent idea to read this document over for your own insurance of

eliminating any innocent but costly mistake.The documentation needed to qualify for this permit

is listed below. Besides these original documents, you will also need a photo copy of each.

These documents should be kept in your automobile at all times while you are driving in

Mexico. Not having them available when asked for, will probably get you the same response

should you tell a Highway Patrol person. . . "They're in my hotel room. . .really." Here's the

list.These are the mandatory items:1. Valid driver’s license. You do not need an international

drivers license, just the one you use in your own state.2. Vehicle title.3. Current vehicle

registration certificate.4. Insurance policy or Vehicle Automobile Insurance Card.5. Passport.At

the 99 kilometer check point within Mexico these documents will be checked before you will be

given your hologram sticker that will be placed on the inside of your windshield by an

inspector.MEXICAN INSURANCE:Besides needing to show current American insurance as

part of your documentation, you will need Mexican insurance while traveling within Mexico. I

can tell you that at no time did any official or border personnel ask to see our Mexican

insurance policy. This, being the case, doesn't mean you don't need it. It can be said that you

may make it through your travels and never need such insurance, but I would liken that to

playing that game we call Russian Roulette. If you ever do need it and you don't have it, you

will wish you had never played such a game and lost.In Mexico, there remains the Napoleonic

set of rules for legal matters. Simply put, you are guilty until you can prove otherwise. If you are

in an accident, you are held liable until you can prove full restitution. I mean held in the literal

sense. If such an accident causes injury to a local, and you do not have any insurance (here

American insurance means nothing) you are liable for full restitution, and at whatever is

deemed appropriate for that situation. It would be ugly indeed.Mexican insurance is relatively

cheap in comparison to current American rates. Unless you have deep pockets, DO NOT listen

to conventional wisdom from those who say. . ."Oh, just wait until you hit the border to buy

insurance. There are several places where you can find insurance. This is, of course absolutely

true.What they don't mention is that it will cost you considerably more than if you look around



before leaving. In Phoenix, Arizona, I found a comprehensive insurance policy for my

Volkswagen van for $175, including the agency fee. This was for one year, anywhere in Mexico.

Several other companies I had checked with only offered liability insurance for about the same

price, some only for the northern states. It pays to shop around. This insurance company was

very helpful and courteous and we were out the door in less than twenty minutes. This policy

covers any vehicle with a value of up to $5000. Dragging a trailer may cost a bit more.

Checking with the insurance companies of your own city should produce similar results as

well.SHOTS AND VACCINATIONS:

The Fallen Ship: Rise of the Gia Rebellion, Against All Odds: A Military Sci-Fi Series (Grimm's

War Book 1), Space Race: The Complete Series (Books 1-3)

John H. Hoffmann, “exactly what it says, a 'how to' guide to .... exactly what it says, a 'how to'

guide to traveling in Mexico, i.e.: customs, roads,, etc.  not what to see or where to stay”

David L. Shaw, “Recommended traveler's guide. Having traveled many times in Mexico I could

this book insightful as well as instructive for any traveler interested in venturing into Mexico,

especially for those planning on traveling extensively or living in Mexico for any length of time.”

The book by THE TOTAL TRAVEL GUIDE COMPANY has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 2 people

have provided feedback.
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